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Bass [piano], Drums & Bariton sax.
OPEN Improv.
Soft cloudy & abstract

So far, the sea was high up in the sky, as if in the song of the Clouds and had...
A tempo on cue, with bass and Baritone sax.

...
The Clouds

OPEN improv feat. Drums, Bariton sax, Piano

shimmering slow lines - like the ocean at sunrise

increase intensity gradually
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Solo cont. play along or play around:

TENOR 1 + TRP PLAYS:

PLAY MORE, FAIRLY AND AD LIB
The Clouds
Ten. Sax. 2

Ten. Sax. 1

Bari. Sax.

U. Bass

Flug. 4

Tpt. 1

Pno

Dr.

Solo ends!
Voice:
push my foot small-
ly push my foot
but I should fall off the edge
edge of the world in-
to

Pno:

U. Bsn:

Dr.
The Clouds

ON CUE - horns + baritone free open solo

Keep playing solo !

Sub pp
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B. Tbn.
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B. Thn.
Voice
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